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This publication is produced in association with Frome Museum on the occasion of a special Exhibition of
Prehistoric Artefacts, by Andrew Edwards, in the Summer of 2022
No part of this document may be photocopied, shared or quoted without express permission of the Author, Andrew Edwards

Summary and key findings

In the Winter of 2021, the Author of this brief Finder’s Report, Andrew Edwards, discovered what
appeared to be human fashioned Chert (or Flint) artefacts on the surface of a field to the South of
Frome (see Figure 10). The location is called Feltham Hill and the Finds consist mainly of Cores,
Blades, Bladelets and a small number of Scrapers (see Figure 10). The estimation of bladelets could
be in the hundreds. One striking feature is the absence of retouch on most, if not all, of the blades
and bladelets. However, there is retouch on the scrapers. Previous Archaeological Finds in Somerset
dating back to 1975 at Chedzoy and Gough’s Cave Cheddar, have found cores similar to those
discovered at the Frome, Feltham Hill Site (Aston and Burrow, “The Archaeology of Somerset”, Page
19). The source of the raw Flint or Chert is probably Shrewton on Salisbury Plain (Jacobi, Roger
2004, p12)
A hypothesis is proposed that the people who left Chert artefacts at Chedzoy may have been the
same people that left similarly shaped artefacts at Feltham Hill. The Chedzoy Site was already
previously dated to the Mesolithic Era, from around 6,000 BC. Because the Finds at Feltham Hill,
Frome are significantly similar to those found at Chedzoy we use the phrase “the same
technocomplex probably existed at both sites”. Meaning, that the technology and products of tool
manufacture at both sites were probably the same. Therefore, at this initial stage, I conclude that it
is reasonable to believe, based on this pre-existing archaeological evidence, previously gathered on
Somerset sites not far from Feltham Hill (see Figure 10), that the Feltham Hill Site, Frome, is of
middle to late Mesolithic in date. This meaning, being dated to approximately 6,000 BC. Further
investigations are necessary at Easthill, Rodden, Feltham and Adderwell to establish whether they
are of local importance or National importance. In addition, a further hypothesis proposes that
some of these Chert Artefacts were of a similar constitution and form to those previously recovered
from Gough’s Cave Cheddar and Tom Tivey’s Hole. At this point in time it is believed that the
Feltham Hill site is of local importance only

Andrew Edwards, March 2022
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Shining Light on the Prehistoric Occupation of Frome,
Somerset
By: Andrew Edwards

Figure 1 - Aerial shot taken by Andrew Edwards of the Adderwell Bronze Age
Fortification. ST 78272 46892, East: 378272, North: 146892
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Shining Light on the Prehistoric Occupation of Frome,
Somerset by Andrew Edwards, Finder
Some relevant reading and previous research:
The late Eunice Overend, published a book in 1984 entitled “The Geology of Frome
and some matters arising from that”. A biographical piece that reflected on her
personal reflections of walking in the fields to the South of Frome. In this book Eunice
outlines what she believed, at that time, to be Roman Roads crossing land at Friggle
Street, Easthill, Feltham and Rodden. She also sketched a Map that illustrates her
finds. I have adapted this map in Figure 10. It is true that many Romano British
settlements have been found in locations such as Styles Hill, Easthill Parkland,
Rodden, Friggle Street and Feltham. Her observations were correct. In 2020, Mick
Davis in his book: “Of Mounds and Men, The Prehistoric Barrows of the Frome Area”,
takes us further back in time. Mick brings together a wealth of discoveries that
concludes that Frome was at the epicentre of many dozens of known prehistoric
burial sites. With probably many yet to be discovered in the Rodden Brook Valley
leading to Cley Hill. Mick’s conclusion is that these Barrows are Neolithic in origin.
Both authors conclude that the occupation of Frome dates back to many thousands
of years. This Report attempts to combine the work of these two Authors with
evidence in the form of artefactual Finds from the soil in specific sites such as Easthill
Parkland, Rodden, Feltham, Adderwell and further West on the Mendips. With
previous Archaeological assessment of other sites in Somerset, not far from Frome,
at locations such as Chedzoy, Stoke Saint Michael, Wookey and Cheddar it seems
possible that the trackways found by Eunice Overend to the South of Frome were in
fact prehistoric and were adopted by the Romans at a later date. In addition, the
many Neolithic mounds recorded by Mick Davis may have been sites previously used
by people in the Mesolithic, post ice age, era. The synthesis of evidence from the key
literature and artefacts from the ground is compelling, that Frome was occupied from
at least 10,000 BC. Much earlier than we previously believed. Of interest are the
prehistoric Tools recovered from Gough’s Cave Cheddar (Jacobi, Roger 2004, p12).
Jacobi proposes that the raw Chert and flint material used by prehistoric people living
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on the Mendips might have originated from Shrewton, only 20 miles due East of
Frome. Frome could have been a stopping point from these quarries on the way back
to Cheddar Gorge, (Jacobi, Roger 2004, p12)

Foreward:

(with reference to Nick Ashton, Archaeologist with responsibility for the
Palaeolithic collection of the British Museum)

16,000 BC

Illustration of Doggerland, pre-16,000 BC kindly provided by: Elizabeth Ashard
Rugs of Frome
The unique location of the Mendip Hills provided refuge for the early people of
Western Europe, just below the Southern edge of the Ice Caps of the Dimlington
Stadial Ice Sheet, which lasted from approximately 30,000 BC to 16,000 BC (Ashton,
Nick, 2017, page 247). At the height of Glaciation the Sea levels fell by at least - 120
meters, compared to the Sea levels of today. After the global warming at around
16,000, the thawing Ice sheet raised those sea levels to approximately -50 meters
compared with the Sea levels of today. This left the Mendip Hills on the edge of the
Shining light on the Prehistoric Occupation of Frome by Andrew Edwards
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Sea. Possibly with the re-emergence of vegetation after the last Ice Age (Ashton,
Nick, 2017). There were many successive periods of Ice advancement Southwards
and subsequent Ice thaw over many thousands of years. It is believed that the last of
the Neanderthals lived in the area of the UK up until approximately 60,000 BC. Before
the last Ice age.
Evidence of Mammoths living at approximately 14,000 BC have been found in
Shrewsbury, at a place called Condover (Ashton, Nick, 2017, Page 477). This indicates
that vegetation, sufficient to sustain large mammals of the Mendips was probably in
abundance on the Mendips by that date. Meanwhile, in France, the first evidence of
stone blade artefacts were at the Cave of Madeleine in the Dordogne Region of
France. At the height of the excavations being made in shelters in and around the
Dordogne region of Western, Central France , which were estimated to be at least
17,000 years old. A distinctive technology of attaching Microlithic Blades or Burins to
wooden shafts was developed by these Madelinian people (Ashton, Nick, 2017, page
247 onwards). This was a time when the Mendips were probably still largely
uninhabitable and the furthest North that the Madelinian people lived, whilst
following their food sources, was thought to have been the Paris basin.
Global warming at approximately 16,000 BC had the benefit of enabling the reoccupation of the Mendip Hills, however, with rising Sea levels the crossing of the
English Channel was becoming more perilous. It seems likely that migration of from
the Paris basin to the East of the Mendips was probably the most likely route rather
than a direct migration North out of the Dordogne and across the English Channel to
arrive at Weymouth. This distance to Weymouth and due North to Frome, is
estimated to be 600 miles. The question still remains, why move from the Dordogne
to the Mendips ?. If the weather was more inclement in France, why move to the
Mendips ?. Another explanation could be that they did not originate in the Dordogne.
That both the Dordogne and the Mendips were destinations or settling places.
Perhaps these people originated further North ?. Such as in the vicinity of Paris ?.
That they migrated when the Climate improved and followed their food sources to
enter England via Doggerland Eastern France. In either case, this increased
necessity for mobility was a common theme for prehistoric settlers in England,
possibly because the climate in England at that time was occasionally extremely cold.
Excavations of shelters, crags and scars at Cheddar Gorge in 1926 recovered what can
be termed “Cheddar Points” (Jacobi, Roger 2004, p12). In simple terms, these were
flakes in the shape of blades . Measuring approximately 3-4 cm in length. Similar
Shining light on the Prehistoric Occupation of Frome by Andrew Edwards
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items were also found at Kent’s Cavern in Devon and Cresswell Crags in Derbyshire
(Ashton , Nick, 2017, page 247 onwards). These artefacts also resemble the blades
found to the South of Frome, Somerset at a place called Feltham Lane by Andrew
Edwards in January 2022.
It can easily be imagined and believed that the people of this post ice age prehistoric
era migrated relatively long distances in order to pursue prey and resettle. But after
the great thaw and subsequent increase in Sea levels at around 8,000 BC these
migrations were limited by the amount of land still available above the rising sea
level. Finally, after a suboceanic land slide in the vicinity of the North Sea, it is
believed a great tsunami flooded the remaining part of Doggerland , isolating the
United Kingdom from Europe. In extreme Winters, people could not retreat any
further South than the South Coast, at places like Bournemouth and Devon, in order
to seek warmer weather . I believe that the Mendips and specific locations such as
Cheddar, Wookey , Stoke St Michael and Frome were sought as those places of
shelter. At this point, settlement had started for part of the yearly Winter and
Summer cycle. A new type of society was emerging. People had to start to settle for
significant lengths of time each year. This is the story of prehistoric Frome, in the
context of the Mendip’s importance after the Palaeolithic Era, at a time of change, at
what we now call the Mesolithic Era. We believe that we have found evidence of
these changes in human behaviour in Frome and that we have a unique opportunity
in Frome to study how the Mesolithic people had started to settle. This settling down
and reduced nomadic lifestyle was possibly linked with the later construction of
Seasonal Calendars at local Long Barrows , that may have been built on the Mendips
as both shelters and as Seasonal Calendars. Indicating the
times when the community had to prepare the specific Tools
for the Summer Hunting of migrating Birds as opposed to the
Winter Hunting of Freshwater Fish in the River Frome.
Figure 2 - The River Frome at Feltham. A source of Food and
water at the end of the last Ice Age. The River Frome was one
of the major Rivers that people would encounter when
travelling North from what is now called the South Coast. It
would have been an attractive place to stop and possibly
settle. ST 78582 46943, East: 378581, North: 146943
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Figure 3 - It is believed that after the last Ice Age , approximately 14,000 BC, the
inhabitants of a site in the South West of France called the Madeleine Rock Shelter,
migrated further North to the Paris Basin area. This is because the products of Tool
manufacture of both of these sites were strikingly similar. Similar products were also
found in the Cheddar Caves and are dated to approximately 10,000 BC. The term
Madelinians is a reference to the original shelter where these tools were found as
well as the people who made those Tools. There was a land bridge between the East
of England and the Northern French Coast at this time (10,000 BC – 8,000 BC). This
enabled the Madelinians to walk across what is now called the English Channel,
before the Channel Flooded, some time in the region of 8,000 BC. After Ashton, Nick,
2017, page 247 onwards

Note about Magdalinians and Madelinians:
Technically the Magdalinian people predate the Madelinian people. The Magdalinian
people were late Palaeolithic and lived in Continental Europe. Prior to the last Ice Age
of 40,000 BC, the Magdalinian people or “Magdalinian Era” refers to a characteristic
Site with distinctive Stone Tools and mammalian remains. The earliest was Chelleen
and Acheuleen (now called Lower Palaeolithic). Then, there was the Mousterian (now
called Middle Palaeolithic), finally, the Solutreen and Madgalinian (now called Upper
Palaeolithic). The Mesolithic is the next period, a time of manufacturing small blades
and microlithics , I refer to this period as the Madelinian people period. The
Madelinians are post Ice Age, Mesolithic people
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Shining light on the Prehistoric occupation of Frome
Introduction:
It must be difficult to believe, for a property owner, living close to Frome field whilst
looking out across the back lawn , when in the back garden they see a prehistoric
standing stone, shown in figure 4. Who was responsible for placing there ? Why ?. I
cannot help feeling that the fact that Frome field is at one of the highest points in the
Frome area, must offer a significant clue to at least one of those reasons.
There are markings on the side of this
standing stone in figure 4, these can be the
source of much speculation. People speculate
about sharpening tools or weapons on the
stone. This of course is perfectly plausible. But
upon careful inspection the lines have a blunt or
rounded groove. With much research having
already taken place into the Bronze Age burials
around Frome by Mick Davis, a reasonable
assumption could be that these tools were
Figure 4 - A photograph of a
Standing Stone at Stonelands
made from metals such as Bronze. However, I
House, Frome. Photograph taken
wonder how many people consider the
with kind permission of the Property
possibility that the tools being sharpened could
owner.
ST 78209 48894, East:
378208, North: 148893
have been made from human shaped stones ?.
Stone has been used as a material for making
Tools and Weapons as far back as 400,000 BC . In addition, evidence suggests that
stone raw materials were used to make tools all the way through to as recently as the
Iron Age. This takes us into the period of the Roman occupation of Frome.
I make no assumption that the occupation of Frome dates as far back as 400,000 BC.
In fact we have no evidence of this. For a specific reason. Much of the land mass at
that date was in fact Ice. When Great Britain was connected to Continental Europe,
before 6,500 BC, people lived in the lands that are now submerged under the North
Sea, see page 8. This land was called Doggerland. The reason why the North Sea
flooded over the Doggerland is subject to speculation, see page 8. One theory is that
there was an immense landslide somewhere along the Sea bed close to Doggerland.
This caused a Tidal Wave that flooded Doggerland, drowning the people and animals
that lived there and cutting off Great Britain from Europe. In addition, it is thought
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that Sea levels also rose after the mass of 2 km thick sheet of ice melted. This weight
loss to the East of Great Britain caused the plates on which the land above water
today sits to tilt upwards to the West of Great Britain, hence the high lands found to
the West side of the Country. It is thought that this seesaw effect also helped to
submerge Doggerland to the East.
Today, people living along the Suffolk and Norfolk Coasts often find the Stone Tools
that the people who lived on Doggerland had made many years ago. Some of these
tools are large hand axes. Highly fashioned and have a characteristic pear shape. But
it is believed that these were made for cutting trees and wood by a much earlier
human civilisation, perhaps before 40,000 BC. It is believed that hand axes were not
needed much immediately after 40,000 BC. It seems that not many hand axes are
found the Mendips. For example, so far, none have been found on the site to the
South of Frome.
The events at Doggerland, the floods and loss of living space for anyone who survived
is thought to have forced people to firstly migrate and then gradually settle down
with the cultivation of animals as a stable and sustainable food source. Today, of
course, we call this farming. This was the start of the Early Neolithic Era and people
were forced to settle on the high land , away from the treacherous coastlines and
start to tend for animals and crops. But the transition from Palaeolithic to Neolithic
took time. This transition is called the Mesolithic Era. The Mesolithic Era was a period
of migration. The great flood of Doggerland displaced many animals and people. This
necessitated a change in technology from the complexity , size and weight of Tools
made in the Palaeolithic Era, such as heavy hand axes, to Tools that were more
portable for peoples on the move, such as tiny blades and arrows

The development of Stone Tools (often called Lithics) – with reference to Butler,
Chris, “Prehistoric Flintwork”, 2005, The History Press

Lithics is the name we give to the study of the development and manufacture of
stone tools. Clearly, a Tool has a purpose. Very often invented out of adversity for
survival.
Of significant interest is the period of time that we refer to as the Palaeolithic Era.
This is older than 50,000 BC. The stone tools made during this era were highly
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intricate, but generally large and cumbersome. They ranged from heavy Axes, Saws,
Awls, Arrows and Spears. Some , called the Levallois Flake, were modelled on the
Core and only removed at the final stage of their completion. These Levallois Flakes
were very thin and sharp but beautifully shaped. This was a remarkably intricate
technique and produced much stone waste. In fact the only way to manufacture
such sharp and thin flakes into classic Spear or Arrow heads was probably on the core
using this method. A detached flake would probably be too fragile to shape in such
intricate detail after its detachment. Such sites were littered with considerable waste
materials or debitage. But the Tools were literally works of art and highly complex.
Many examples from this era have been recovered from mid and central France .
Particularly, in the vicinity of Caves or Shelters of the Dordogne and Ardeche. This
indicates that Palaeolithic people were possibly quite settled into those locations.
A few Palaeolithic Tools have been recovered from the shores of what was called
Doggerland. This includes modern day Suffolk and Norfolk coastal areas. Some tools
were remarkably large and heavy and others moderately small arrowheads and
spearheads. But not as tiny as the Mesolithic Tools that were manufactured later, in
the next era. The Palaeolithic era is associated with people we call Neanderthals. The
skulls of Neanderthals were thicker , with more calcification, than those of modern
humans. Neanderthals were intelligent people . It is possible that many people of the
Palaeolithic era migrated Seasonally to follow their prey, having Summer camps and
Winter shelters. Of great significance was the last Ice Age that started at
approximately 40,000 BC, this period necessitated the departure of most people
from Great Britain at that time. Only for people to reappear at around 14,000 BC,
when the climate became warmer.
Perhaps Neanderthals of the Palaeolithic era did not disappear nor did they
necessarily die out. They may simply migrated over longer distances than before,
because of the advancing Ice sheet from the North, perhaps further South to the
Mediterranean Plateau and interbred with other people of the Mediterranean
Region or those people emerging from Africa.

The Mesolithic Era:
The Mesolithic Era is a time of the greatest number of simultaneous changes. The
modern human beings were going to emerge from this time of rapid climactic and
social upheaval. Especially after the receding ice caps and rising sea levels. This
Shining light on the Prehistoric Occupation of Frome by Andrew Edwards
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created opportunities to migrate and seize new opportunities. This is the era of
migration and resettlement. Mesolithic Tools reflected this need to be mobile and
fast. Birds had naturally survived the great Doggerland flood and would therefore
become their main food source at this time. Therefore, arrows and fast spears were
the main hunting tools needed for people to survive.
After the flooding of Doggerland , land animals in Great Britain had restricted
movements . Meaning the farthest South they could travel in extremely cold Winters
would be the South Coast. One can imagine that many people settled along the
South Coast of Great Britain in order to wait for their unsuspecting prey. But
pressures on the population of land based animals in particularly extreme cold
Winters might take its toll on the population of prey in the long term. So, people
would have to find other sources of food. For example, there would be ample fish
available to eat in Freshwater rivers, such as the River Frome. Perhaps this is why the
early people settled in and around Frome ?. It is highly likely. These people could
easily shelter in caves and crags in and around the Frome area, Figures 46 - 53. Frome
offers both food and shelter all year round for early humans to live, feed and breed.
Leaving their lithic Tools as evidence of their presence, Finds 1 section. The
subsequent evolution in lithic Tools reflects these environmental and dietary
changes. In the Summer it is highly likely that birds would migrate back to Great
Britain in in order to breed. A reasonable conclusion is that in the Summer they
hunted Birds. If a person was a “Hunter Gatherer” they would be on the move,
carrying their Tools. That their Tools would need to be small, well formed and highly
specialised, usually developed for killing or maiming a specific type of food source.
Another significant source of food would be fish. Many sites close to water and good
fishing sites could be what we refer to as open Mesolithic Sites or temporary camps,
such as at Feltham and Adderwell, Figures 23 and 26. In addition, many Mesolithic
people might also Hunt for horses and deer as a source of food , (Jacobi, Roger
2004, p12) . The Tools would have to be very sharp, small and efficient at
penetrating the skin. The Mesolithic Tools can be as small as 1cm, very fine points
that are manufactured from what are called Blades. These Blades are snapped into
smaller pieces. In addition, these tiny lithic tools may not have additional working
along the edges. Evidence from Gough’s Cave , Cheddar, indicates that retouch was
not always present (Jacobi, Roger 2004, p12) . This is also true of finds close to
Frome. Absence of retouch might indicate that on the Mendips, Mesolithic Tools
were made on the move. More of a functional Tool. But Sometimes an unusual arrow
head called a transverse arrow was made. Resembling a flying Chisel. By
Shining light on the Prehistoric Occupation of Frome by Andrew Edwards
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subsequently following a maimed animal they could wait until the animal is finally
tired and too sick to travel. Many died of the infections caused by these tiny, sharp
and jagged edged blades

This Mesolithic lifestyle is indicated by time to travel and space to travel. At a time
when people would seek shelter in Caves or even Barrows but not necessarily live
there permanently. One theory is that the Mendip Mesolithic people had a Summer
Hunting ground in the Hills and a Winter Hunting ground at the milder Coastal areas
or close to rivers. This indicates that there was learned behaviour and a degree of
communication or co-ordination between people. An awareness of mid summer’s
day and mid winter’s day was also needed. Were some barrows built as shelters in
the Mesolithic times , by facing the rising of the Sun at the Winter Solstice ?. It is
possible, but speculative only. Small stone tools would need to be made from a
material that can cope with hard strikes but breaking in predictable ways. Ways that
could be learned by one generation and passed on to the next generation. I believe
that the Mesolithic people were highly intelligent and were adaptable and that ability
to adapt to food and climate changes gave them an advantage. One key observation
of Mesolithic Sites , such as Deep Car in Yorkshire, is the presence of Microliths, Top
Hat Microlith Cores and a lack of large Axe type Tools. Very occasionally, a
tortoiseshell Microlithic Core can be found. Saws were developed in order to cut
small branches and twigs. To use these as the wooden shafts onto which Microliths
are stuck with glue and further fixed using animal tendons

After the flood of Doggerland, at approximately 8,000 BC, many authors believe that
there was a significant change in the behaviour of the people. Perhaps, after a period
of time with the success of bird hunting technology , the bird population may have
been significantly in decline. In addition, the human population was possibly
increasing. This combination of pressures probably created conflict between people
as competition for hunting space increases. This might have encouraged humans to
domesticate a food source closer to water sources and desirable places to live on
South facing slopes, such as Feltham Lane, Frome. This increased desire or necessity
for both stability and availability for reliable food sources encouraged settlements to
form. That people started to live in communities and cultivate food sources at their
places of living. This was highly likely because after the great flood at Doggerland
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living space for animals was probably threatened. Many animals must have died
during the flood. This in turn placed pressure on the ability of people to find food.
However, on a positive note, with the Ice Caps melting , the Climate was possibly
more predictable and inclement. The need to move further South during cold periods
was not as necessary as it was before. Finally, cultivating food sources or farming,
takes considerable amounts of time. There is less time to go out hunting for food.
The Stone Tools of this emerging post-Mesolithic era tend to take on a different
development. Most significantly the stone axe or Adze. A large and heavy tool used
for cutting wood. This wood was possibly used to made round houses, pens for
animals and spears. Another development in the Neolithic Era is the scraper, to
remove fat and excess flesh from animal skins and bones. Awls were also used to drill
holes in animal skins and bones.

Figure 5 - A Valley of prehistoric
human occupation in Stoke Saint
Michael, on the Mendip Hills,
Somerset. The remains of a prehistoric
human were found in side Stoke Lane
Sloker (Sloker meaning “sink hole”)
some years ago by local Cavers. Were
Frome sourced Chert Tools used by
these people ?. ST 66854 47427, East:
366854, North: 147426
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The Socio-geotechnical Complex of lithic Tool manufacture:
For the settlers in the Mendip area. Seeking shelter in Caves and Pot Holes would be
a priority. This is encouraged socialisation or gathering of people into groups.
Especially during harsh Winters. However, the geology of the Mendips is not
conducive to Flint or Chert quarrying. This is because Flint or Chert is found further
East of the Mendips on Salisbury Plain and Cley Hill. The sourcing of these Flint and
Chert raw materials is a priority in the tool manufacture for these people. This is
referred to as the Geotechnical complex of both quarrying raw Flint and Chert,
removing the outer Cortex from this raw material and finally, preparing cores for
blade removal. People had to travel at least 30 miles due East from Cheddar and
Stoke St Michael in order to undertake the process of Tool manufacture, following
the Frome Ridgeway in order to travel to Cley Hill and beyond. It is now thought that
Shrewton on Salisbury Plain was one such source of raw Flint or Chert, (Jacobi, Roger
2004, p12) . This complex interplay of the need for shelter, the need to make Tools
and the need to find food is what I term the Socio-geotechnical complex of the
Eastern Mendip Hills. However, of interest, there are striking similarities between the
Chert Tools found at the Feltham Hill Site and Chedzoy (Aston and Burrow, “The
Archaeology of Somerset”, Page 19) and Gough’s Cave Cheddar. This could indicate
that there were probably shared or mutual obstacles to overcome at that time .
These circumstances resulted in similar solutions or products of manufacture
between the sites. Were they the same people moving from place to place ?
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Figure 6- The prehistoric river crossing at
Feltham, connecting the ancient trackways
to Cley Hill and Salisbury Plain to the Flint
and Chert refining sites at Feltham Hill. ST
78669 46842, East: 378669, North: 146842

Manufacture of Prehistoric Tools using Flint or Chert :

Flint is a crystalline structure. Rather like glass. It is naturally transparent. However,
as with everything naturally made it is rarely found in its pure form in Nature. It will
have formed with various other substances such as organic materials, Iron Oxide,
Calcium Carbonate and Calcium Phosphates to name a few. If Flint contains a lot of
minute Fossils. We call the Flint “Chert”.
Chert is the type of Flint found around Frome. It contains microscopic Fossils and
often appears cloudy or semi-transparent. Chert’s hardness is second only to that of
a diamond. The most durable types of Frome Chert have a blue-black coloration. This
type of Chert is used for Scrapers, for removing flesh from Animal Hides. In fact
almost all the Scrapers that I have found close to Frome are made from this blue,
black coloured crystalline Chert. Another type of Chert has more of a sandstone type
inclusion. This Chert is usually brown in colour. This is also referred to as “Fudge
Chert”. I have found a few scrapers made from this type of Chert, however, this
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Chert is used for making Drills or Awls. These Awls can also be referred to as
Fabricators. The final group of Chert Tools are the white or grey Cherts Tools, that
appear to be made with Calcium Carbonate inclusions. This type of Chert is often
used to made very fine Tools, tiny blades and tiny arrowheads. Some people refer to
these as Microlithic Tools, particularly if they are less than 6 mm in length. It is
believed that most arrowheads and some spear heads are made from this material

How to spot Chert Tools that have been crafted by Humans:

The first point of interest is that both Chert and Flint fracture in predictable ways.
This is an important point to make. Because when searching for Prehistoric Tools one
can easily be fooled. In the natural environment of Rain, Frost and Heat, these Chert
and Flint Tools will fracture in very distinctive ways, but naturally. These natural
fractures or breaks can be remarkably similar to what we often imagine a Prehistoric
Tool to look like.
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Figure 7- A natural
piece of Chert that
has been shaped
over many years by
Frost and Heat.
However, it looks like
the shape of a Spear
Head. Nature can
easily fool us into
thinking that this is
man made

Figure 8 – This
natural piece of
Chert has still got
its outer coat of
rough textured
Cortex. This Cortex
would usually be
removed by
Humans during Tool
making. Therefore,
we call this natural
and not a Tool

Figure 9 - A range of
natural Chert pieces
that have been
fractured using natural
processes. The 3 items
at the top have been
Frost Fractured. This is
called a Starch Fracture.
None of these are Tools

Very often these natural fractures are 3 sided and conical and pyramidal in shape.
These 3 sided pyramids look like Awls, but are not in fact Tools at all. A good
example of this is shown in figure 7. In figure 8 we show another naturally formed
piece of Natural Frome Chert. In this example it still has an outer coat of material
called the Cortex. This cortex would usually be absent in Human manufacture of
Weapons. This is therefore not Human Spear Head. Finally, in figure 9, we show the
appearance of Starch Fractured Cherts. These can also look convincingly like Human
worked Tools, but in fact, they lack features that would always be seen such as a bulb
of percussion, for example (this will be explained later)
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Figure 10 - This map attempts to demonstrate the complex arrangements that may
have been in place in order to find suitable Flint or Chert raw material for Tool
manufacture and the subsequent transportation of that raw material to the suitable
knapping sites along the Rodden Brook, such as Easthill Parkland, the River Frome, at
locations such as Feltham Hill and from there to the Caves and Shelters at Stoke Saint
Michael, Vallis, Wookey Hole and Cheddar Gorge. These sites might date from
approximately 10,000 BC. Note: that Easthill Parkland is the gateway to the Mendip
Hills and that many ancient trackways followed the Rodden Brook and traversed
Easthill Parkland as well as crossing the River Frome at Feltham. (Please note:
Madelinean is equivalent to Madeleinian )
Therefore, pieces of Chert or Flint are deceptive. It’s incredible, at the outset of
looking for Prehistoric Tools , I was convinced that these naturally crafted structures
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were made by Humans. The shape was just so ideal, perfect even to use as a Tool or
Weapon. But sadly, I was wrong. I have to admit how easily it was to be deceived.

It wasn’t until I was walking across my Permission at the Mount Field, I descended
onto the Fields that run alongside Feltham Hill. Walking along the furrowed land I
noticed a dark blue object just resting on the Sand in the field. I picked up the object
and was convinced that it was Human made or Human crafted, natural Chert. I
posted a picture to a Nationally recognised expert. Who confirmed that it was in fact
genuine “worked Chert”. A prehistoric Tool. It looked nothing like anything else I had
seen before. It was flat , with very little outer cortex:

1. Dull matt texture
2. Microscopic ripples
along the surface
3. Bulb of percussion, indicating
site of strike with rounded
object (on reverse side on this
occasion)

4. Retouch along
working edge
Notice : this hand held
scraper retains some
cortex to help act as a grip
Figure 11 -This is a photograph of the first prehistoric tool that was found on the
Southern Frome Site. It appears to be a scraper. Used to scrape flesh from animal
hides. With reference to the points raised on the next page. Of all the features
labelled above, all worked Flint / Chert Tools must have at least all of the features 1,2
and 3. Many have retouch along the working edge, point 4
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1.
2.
3.
4.

The texture was not shiny, but had a dull matt effect texture
It had microscopic ripples along its surface
There was a slight bulb or bulge on one side only, in fact at the end of one side
The “sharp edge” was slightly worked with small notches (we call this retouch)

The process of Tool manufacture follows a predictable pattern and usually produces
similar, predictable results in terms of surface texture. But not necessarily shape. In
fact the overall shape of the object is not necessarily as important as the features I
have listed above. Some worked Tools have a rather odd shape. Some of these might
be scrapers or even blades. Some are even cores and these have no particular
predictable shape at all. In fact the more diverse that shapes of worked Chert are, the
more likely that Human Knapping or shaping of Chert has been taking place. These
waste pieces are called Debitage and are very frequent on the Feltham Hill Site

Flat Striking
platform at
the Top

Flakes
break off
from the
side
Figure 12 – The photograph above shows Microlith Cores. The top left Core is
sometimes referred to as a “Top Hat Core”. Top Hat Cores are frequently found on
Mesolithic Sites as they produce tiny flakes that are no more than 6 mm in length. On
this occasion, the Core would produce irregular shaped blades , so this could be Early
to Middle Mesolithic. The purpose of these Microlith Flakes is to manufacture Arrow
Heads and very small sharp Spear Heads for hunting Fish and Birds. On the right is a
rare Tortoise Shell Core which is possibly late Mesolithic, the striking platform is at the
back and is totally flat. (Aston and Burrow, “The Archaeology of Somerset”, Page 19)
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1. Creating a striking Platform:
With natural Chert material you should usually notice lumps, bumps or
nodules. One needs to try and remove nodules that may be of use. This is
usually achieve using a round ended “hammer stone”. If removed correctly, a
whole nodule should come of the Chert lump and there should be a clear ,
glassy inner core that is visible. Hopefully this glassy core will be relatively flat
at one end. We will call this flat surface the striking platform

Striking
platform.
Where the
Core was
struck

Ripples running
through the
Chert. Away
from the Striking
Platform

Bulb of
percussion

Lip of
detachment.
Where flake
detaches
from Core

Figure 13 - Features of a Human struck flake. On the right are 2 photographs showing
both side of the same flake. Flakes are used to make Tools
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2. Removal of the Cortex:
The start of the Knapping (Tool making) process involves removal of the outer, white
cortex. By systematically hitting the Striking Platform along its edges one can remove
this white, outer cortex, exposing the entire glassy interior of the Core. At a later
stage some of the pieces can be used as blades or scrapers. The removal of the
Cortex and other materials in this way results in a distinctive “Bulb of Percussion” on
the flakes and blades that have been removed. In addition, there will be ripples along
the inside surface of the flake as shown in figure 13

3. Creation of or preparation of Blades:
Repeatedly striking the Core around its edges detaches pieces called blades. These
are incredibly sharp and narrow. Many of these can be used to create arrows. A
large, thick blade can be used to make a saw

Figure 14 - The above photograph illustrates how blades appear when recovered from
the field. These could be considered as debitage or waste. But I still believe that early
people could use these as Tools, even without retouch
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4. Creating or preparation of Microliths:
To make efficient Arrows and Barbs to catch fish one needs to make tiny blades
called Microliths. Common on Mesolithic sites. These are usually less than 6mm in
length. Microliths are detached when the core is no more that 2 cm in height. Usually
a Microlith core has a “Top Hat” shape. Indeed, they do look like pointed top hats,
see figure 12
5. Re-touch:
Once blades of different sizes are manufactured the term we use to describe them is
“Flakes”. I argue that they are already Tools and I believe that many Prehistoric
people used flakes as Tools without any significant retouch. But experts believe that
a prehistoric blade cannot be termed a Tool until there has been a final retouch
phase. In simple terms, this means that the working edges are subject to rapid,
abrasive strokes with a hard stone material until a toothed edge is achieved.

Figure 15 - the items shown above illustrate retouch along the working edges. This
classifies these items as being genuine Human Worked Chert Tools. They all share the
same features of a bulb or percussion, ripples emanating from that bulb and a matt
finish to the surface patina. On the left is a knife, to the right is a scraper, used to
remove fat and meat from the hides of animals.
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6. Spearheads:
A special case can be made for many spearheads. Because these are relatively large,
2-3 cm and very thin, it is hard to shape them once they have been removed from the
Core. On some occasions they are shaped on the Core itself and when roughly the
desired shape is achieved, it is then knocked off. This is sometimes called the
Levallois method. This is the characteristic way of manufacturing particularly thin and
very sharp blades of significant size. Often Spear Heads have retouch on both sides
and this can be called a double sided Tool or bifacial Tool. The same is the case for
axes and chopping Tools , that were made in the Palaeolithic era

Figure 16 - The photographs shown above are of an artefact that was recovered at
the Feltham Hill Site. It is unlike anything else that has been recovered so far. It
appears bifacial, meaning is was worked on both sides. Is this a Levallois Flake ?
(Butler, Chris, 2005, page 69, item 2). Is this further evidence of an Early Mesolithic
Settlement in Frome ?. I think that this is a wonderful Find and could open the door to
evidence of the earliest occupation of the Town
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7. Transverse Arrowheads
This is an unusual case whereby the arrowhead looks more like an inverted triangle
or chisel. The point of the triangle is attached to the wooden shaft and the impact
area is the long edge of the triangle. These are made from thin blades. It can be
envisaged that these arrowheads passed through the skin and penetrated the rib
cage, for example, but in addition they stayed lodged inside the body. The usual type
of pointed arrowhead could easily slide out or be brushed or pulled out. The
transverse end would be much harder to remove.

Figure 17 - Site of an ancient river crossing at Feltham. One of the many trackways
crossing the River Frome and one of the routes by which raw materials were
transported from South of the River Frome to the raw Chert processing site at
Feltham Hill. Likely Chert quarry sites included Shrewtown, 20 miles to the East of
Feltham (Jacobi, Roger 2004, p12) . Processing of the Chert raw material was
necessary in order to remove the outer cortex and to expose the inner core before
knapping could take place. In addition, by removing the waste (cortex) material first,
it reduced both the size and weight of material that people had to carry . ST 78664
46677, East: 378663 , North: 146677
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The importance of Easthill, gateway to the Mendip Hills and all routes to Cley Hill
and Salisbury Plain to the East

Figure 18 - On the right of this picture, in the distance, is Frome and on the skyline is
the Mendip Ridgeway leading Westwards to Stoke Saint Michael, Chedzoy, Wookey
Hole and Cheddar. This photograph was taken from the edge of Sheppard’s Wood,
below Hale’s Camp. From the South of Frome. Easthill Parkland and Cley Hill are
situated to the far right of this photograph. Notice how , upon arriving at Frome, it is
easy to ascend the Mendip Ridgway and maintain the same altitude without losing
energy or time to progress further onto the Mendip Hills situated to the West.
ST 79856 44133, East: 379855, North: 144133
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Figure 19 - Cley Hill is situated between the East side of Frome and Salisbury Plain.
Cley Hill offers a rich source of chalk and Flint or Chert nodules

Figure 20 - The left photograph shows Flint or Chert Nodules, which I refer to as the
raw material which was probably once quarried from Cley Hill during the prehistoric
era. The other photographs show evidence of quarrying activities on Cley Hill,
including terracing and pits . Another suggested quarry site for Feltham and Cheddar
Chert raw materials is Shrewton, 20 miles East of Feltham and Easthill, (Jacobi, Roger
2004, p12) ST 83788 44370, East: 383787, North: 144369
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Rodden

Romanobritish at Rodden and
Easthill

Corsley Springs that
feed Rodden Brook.
These emerge from
under Cley Hill

Figure 21 - Easthill Parkland and Feltham were used by prehistoric people to start the
processes involved in prehistoric tool manufacture. At this stage, the rough cortex of a
Flint or Chert Cortex was removed by knapping and a striking platform was made. At
this point the Cores, as they are now called, could have been transported to Vallis,
Stoke Saint Michael, Wookey Hole and Cheddar Caves where blades were struck off
from these Cares. These blades in turn could be used to manufacture arrowheads,
spears and harpoons. Approximate dates were 10,000 BC- 5,000 BC. Easthill Parkland
was the gateway to the Mendips and still has evidence of the prehistoric trackway
crossing from the East, the direction of Cley Hill, to the West, the direction of their
Caves and shelters
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Easthill is situated in the Parish of Rodden and is arguably the furthest point East of
the Mendip Hills before the Chalk uplands of Cley Hill and Salisbury Plain. It is not
surprising that many ancient trackways pass over the Easthill Parkland and Ford the
Rodden Brook in the South Eastern part of the Parkland.

Figure 22 - A view of Cley Hill from Easthill Parkland. This view clearly shows how
people from the Mendips could use Easthill Parkland as a way of accessing Cley Hill as
a Flint or Chert Quarry. The prehistoric trackway crossing Easthill Parkland is still
visible today and is one of the significant reasons for preserving Easthill for Scientific
and Educational purposes. ST 79055 47713, East: 379055, North: 147713

The main trackway traversing Easthill Parkland appears to follow the course of the
North East of the River Frome and take a direct route to the Frome Showfield. This
track then forms the Leys Lane , which was once an ancient trackway leading to
Spring Gardens and onto the shelters along the River Mells and Egford Brook. It
seems almost certain that prehistoric people had shelters along the River Mells and
Egford Brook.
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Figure 23 - The Cliffs at Adderwell. This demonstrates
that Frome is built upon rocky crags and Cliffs that are
surrounded by the River Frome. There is a possibility
the prehistoric people found shelter in these Crags in
Frome. However, most of these have been filled in
using the rubble produced from local quarry waste.
ST 78248 47182, East: 378248, North: 147181

Figure 24 - The ancient trackway traversing Easthill Parkland and continuing onto
Frome Field, Leys Lane, the Long Barrow at Leys Lane, Spring Gardens, Vallis and the
Great Elm Shelters. Prehistoric people travelled along this route with refined Chert
and Flint Tools in order to reduce the bulk of the material that they had to carry with
them on their way back to their shelters. Easthill Parkland needs to be preserved as
one of last remaining stretches of ancient trackways that prehistoric people used in
order to cross Frome on their way onto the Mendips, where they probably sheltered
in the Winter. ST 79055 47713, East: 379055, North: 147713
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Of note is the famous 60 feet in length , long barrow at Leys Lane. This has since been
removed. But apparently faced in an East – West alignment. Were these long
barrows used as Calendars to signal the coming of longer days at the Winter Solstice
? or the imminent arrival of shorter days after the Summer Solstice ?. I believe that
such time and effort being spent on the construction of any long barrow at places of
highest altitude does indicate a initial intention to use them as both shelters and
calendars. But that is my personal point of view
Remains of the original ancient trackway traversing Easthill Parkland are still visible
today. The ancient trackway can be seen as it crosses the field into what is now called
the Easthill housing Estate on Styles Hill. A case is being made to preserve the last
vestige of this prehistoric piece of parkland for both scientific and educational
purposes
We come to the end of our journey, at least for the time being. The standing stones
in gardens at Leys Lane , close to Frome field was the starting point of our quest to
uncover the prehistoric occupation of Frome. We journeyed to the South West of
France, to the early settlements of approximately 17,000 BC. Then finally, have
evidence that Tools made in Frome could have been used at both Cheddar Caves and
Stoke St Michael.
Frome has a significant amount of Ancient history that needs to be studied and
recorded, therefore it needs to be preserved.

Thank you for accompanying me on this journey of shining light on the prehistoric
occupation of Frome

The next Sections refer to the Artefacts that have been recovered from Feltham
Lane, Frome, which are all lithic or stone Tools. The next sections looks at the
evidence of Human occupation close to Frome by examining Human remains at
Stoke Lane Slocker. Finally, a brief assessment of the Rock Shelters close to Frome is
undertaken, including Tom Tivey’s Hole. Which is at a place called Leighton,
Somerset and only 6 miles to the West of Frome.
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Figure 25- The remarkable Bronze Age Fortification at Adderwell, Frome.
ST 78278 47160, East: 378277, North: 147159

Figure 26 - The hidden Adderwell Gorge that provides shelter and food. This location
might have provided opportunities for prehistoric people to settle.
ST 78299 46892, East: 378299, North: 146892

Figure 27 - The prehistoric crossing of the River Frome from Cley Hill to Adderwell.
Perhaps prehistoric people settled here in the Summer.
ST 78571 46922, East: 378570, North: 146922
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Key Findings 1: with a specific focus on the Feltham Hill prehistoric site and
significant Finds from that Site : ST 78439 46417 , East: 378439, North: 146416

Figure 28 - An aerial
composite photograph
of the 7 acre Feltham
Hill prehistoric site.
Showing the
significant surface find
areas. For scale,
please note the blue
car parked at the top
of the photograph, the
car is a Vauxhall Agila,
the length of the blue
Agila is 3.5 meters or
11.5 feet.
ST 78439 46417 ,
East: 378439, North:
146416
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Figure 29 - Principal Prehistoric Find Site at Feltham Hill Lane. Photographed with the
kind permission of the Landowner. Showing the relative distribution of Chert
materials that demonstrate Human intervention in their respective positions. This was
a Cortex removal Site and Core reduction site. Many hundreds of blades and blade
splinters are evident across the site. By reducing the Flint nodules and Chert to blades
at this stage made transport of prefabricated Tools easier to other sites further West
on the Mendips. ST 78439 46417 , East: 378439, North: 146416
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Photographs of significant Finds at Feltham Hill Lane Identification has been made possible
with reference to “The Archaeology of Somerset, Edited by Michael Aston and Ian Burrow and Published by
Somerset County Council (1982)”

Location of Feltham Hill Find Site:
ST 78439 46417 , East: 378439, North: 146416
Most Finds from the Feltham Hill Site have similarity to the Chedzoy Site, which has
previously been dated to the Late Mesolithic Period (Aston and Burrow, “The
Archaeology of Somerset”, Page 19)

Figure 30 - "Tortoiseshell Core". Possibly middle to late Mesolithic. Used for the
manufacture of microths that would have been at the most 1 cm long. Approximately
5,000 - 10,000 BC
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Figure 31 - Bifacial worked Tool with retouch. An unusual design for the Frome Site.
This could have been Levallois removal after firstly shaping the Tool on the original
core and then removal. Note the working on both sides. Hence, this is called a bifacial
Tool. This could have been intended as a spearhead. Dating is not certain as Levallois
was used in the Palaeolithic, Mesolithic and Neolithic Eras. So, probably 5,000 BC.
(Butler, Chris, 2005, page 69, item 2)

Figure 32 - Scraper with retouch along working edge (to the left). Used to remove
flesh from Hides and Bones. Possibly late Mesolithic, 5,000 BC
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Figure 33 - Scraper with cortex to enable grip. Could also have been used as a core, to
produce smaller blades. Probably late Mesolithic, 5,000 BC
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Figure 34 - A selection of the hundreds of blades and bladelets. Many of these have
been broken from larger blades. The complete blade on the left is a flake that has not
yet been retouched into a Tool. Probably late Mesolithic, 5,000 BC . (Aston and
Burrow, “The Archaeology of Somerset”, Page 19)
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Figure 35 - Saws made from Chert. Used for stripping bark in the manufacture of
arrows and for sharpening arrowheads. Late Mesolithic , 5,000 BC. Similar to those
found at Chedzoy Site , that is also thought to be an open air Mesolithic Site. (Aston
and Burrow, “The Archaeology of Somerset”, Page 19, item 24)
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Figure 36 - An Awl. Sometimes referred to as a fabricator. Made from Chert. Probably
late Mesolithic. Dating from around 5,000 BC

Figure 37 - Large thumb scraper. Used to remove flesh from hides. This has retouch
on the working edge. Dating from approximately 5,000 BC
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Figure 38 - A rare "Top Hat" core. Used for manufacture of microliths or minute
blades of less than 1 cm in length. Probably Mesolithic, approximately 8,000 BC.
These have also been found at the Chedzoy Site and have been dated to late
Mesolithic Period. (Aston and Burrow, “The Archaeology of Somerset”, Page 19, item
25)
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Figure 39 - Saw made from Chert. probably used to cut small twigs into arrow shafts.
Mesolithic, approximately 5,000 BC. (Aston and Burrow, “The Archaeology of
Somerset”, Page 19)

Figure 40 - A tiny thumb scraper for removing flesh from bones, hides and possibly
fish scales. Mesolithic, approximately, 5,000 BC . (Aston and Burrow, “The
Archaeology of Somerset”, Page 19
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Key Findings 2 : Evidence of The Human occupation of the East Mendip Hills,
including a Report of the original recovery of the Skull from Stoke Lane Slocker by
the Shepton Mallet Caving Club in 1945. The full Report is reproduced in Appendix 1, in its
entirety, with many thanks and full permission of the Shepton Mallet Caving Club

Figure 41 - The rescued human skull found at Stoke Lane Slocker by members of the Shepton Mallet Caving Club. See Appendix 1 for
full report. Note: possible signs of human knapping of the Skull , as indicated. Further reading, Bello SM et al, 2021

Evidence of human occupation of the Eastern Mendips has arisen from local Mendip
Caving Clubs, such as the Shepton Mallet Caving Club. In 1945 a human Skull was
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recovered from Stoke Lane Slocker, Stoke Saint Michael, Shepton Mallet. Colin
Wibsey, the Curator of Frome Museum, recovered the Human Skull that the Shepton
Mallet Caving Club had discovered, at Frome Museum in the Winter of 2021-2022. It
appears that the bone density and thickness of the Skull is thinner than would be
expected for a prehistoric Skull. This could possibly be due to the individual
concerned not having sufficient annual exposure to Sunlight in order to manufacture
Vitamin D. Sometimes called Rickets. However, it is accepted that there could be
other causes of what at first appears to be a pathological condition.
Upon close examination the Stoke Lane Slocker Skull is approximately 15 cm wide
and 20 cm long. For a modern day human skull , the average front to back
measurement is 17.6 cm for men and 17.1 cm for women. With a modern day
average skull width of 14.5 cm for men and 14.0 cm for women. The modern day
average skull thickness for men is 6.5 mm and for women is 7.1 mm
Taking these measurements into consideration, compared to a modern day human ,
the skull recovered from Stoke Lane Slocker is of above average length and width.
This would not in itself constitute a pathological condition that would adversely
affect the person’s ability to conduct day to day activities. The unusually thin skull
and above average size, combined, indicate that this might be a skull from a male.
Tom Tivey’s Hole

Following the Frome Ridgeway, 7 miles to the West of Frome, in the Ancient Asham
Wood, is Tom Tivey’s Hole. Tom Tivey’s Hole is a Rock Shelter that was first
excavated in 1958 by Mr and Mrs Todd, at that time the land was farmed by the
Crees family of Cloford Common Farm. Tom Tivey was a local man from a place
called Leighton. Tom was on the run from Bowstreet Runners and Leighton Boys at
the time when he discovered the hole. It was Tom’s hiding place. A full Report of the
Archaeological excavations is provided by J.H. Barrett, titled : “Tom Tivey’s Hole Rock
Shelter, Near Leighton, Somerset”. Of the many artefacts that were recovered , most
significant were the Neolithic pottery sherds, leaf arrowheads, fragmented human
bones and barbed and tanged arrowheads. It is believed that the dating of the
occupation of the shelter is from the early Neolithic, possibly 5,000 BC. Note, that the
human bones were fragmentary and not complete sections and not many complete
shafts of bone. One of the human bones, believed to be a left tibia, is believed to be
from a female of approximately 5 feet 2.5 inches high. If that same tibia had
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belonged to a male , the male would be approximately 5 feet 4 inches high. There
were no signs of Osteoarthritis nor Osteoporosis in the tibia that was found. A human
mandible was recovered, this was almost complete. It is assumed that this was also
from a female. Interestingly all teeth were missing apart from one left second molar.
Periodontal disease could have been present and caused by nutritional deficiencies
such as Vitamin B12 or Vitamin C deficiency. I believe that the latter is more likely
given that the people at that time might not have had access to a significant supply of
Vitamin C in the Winter months. The age of the death of this female was probably
around 40 – 45 years old. It is believed that there was no long term occupation of
Tom Tivey’s Hole and therefore it is assumed that the female was buried there. No
evidence for cannibalism was investigated at the time of the excavation. But this
cannot be ruled out.
Half a mile to the East of Tom Tivey’s Hole were found Flint Flakes in a ploughed field,
indicating that people regularly traversed the Frome Ridgeway to and from Salisbury
Plain, Cley Hill, Feltham Easthill Parkland and the Mendip Hills.
A Neolithic Cup , with a diameter measuring 110 mm at the rim, standing 83 mm tall,
that was discovered at Tom Tivey’s Hole, is thought to be identical to the kind that
was previously found at the famous Windmill Hill Site, a “Neolithic causewayed
enclosure” at Avebury,
Wiltshire, dated to
approximately 3,000 BC,
30 miles to the North East
of this location.
Figure 42 - Tom Tivey's
Hole , Leighton ,
Somerset. Situated alongside the Frome Ridgeway that travels from Cley Hill, to
Feltham, then onto Shepton Mallet and Stoke Saint Michael. This is evidence that
people travelled from flint and chert quarries at locations such as Shrewton, on
Salisbury Plain, used the Ridgeways leading out of Frome to get access to rock
shelters and Caves further West on the Mendip Hills. Finds here include Neolithic
Pottery and the remains of what is believed to be a 40 – 45 year old female of 5 feet
2.5 inches in height. Though this is believed to be Early Neolithic because of the
Pottery Finds, an earlier occupation is also probable. ST70516 44504, East: 370516
North: 144503
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Figure 43 - A view of Tom Tivey's Hole, Leighton, Somerset from the North East
looking directly into the Shelter, most of which is now buried under soil and rubble.
Many Flint and Chert Tools have been found in the immediate vicinity of Tom Tivey’s
Hole as well as approximately half a mile due East of this location , in a ploughed
field. ST70516 44504, East: 370516 North: 144503

Figure 44 - These are 2 Chert artefacts found on April 3rd 2022 by the Author on
public footpaths close to Tom Tivey's Hole, in the Ancient Asham Woods. The item to
the right has a similar consistency to the Chert found at Feltham Lane, Frome and
probably was quarried at Cley Hill, Wiltshire, 10 miles away to the East of Tom Tivey’s
Hole, following the Frome Ridgeway. The artefact to the left is a scraper . ST70516
44504, East: 370516 North: 144503
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Figure 45 - The ventral side of the Scraper found at Tom Tivey's Hole by the Author on
3rd April 2022 on a Public Footpath close to the Hole at Asham Woods. ST70516
44504, East: 370516 North: 144503
Frome’s 3 Gorges
Frome is built upon a rocky crag and is surrounded not just by the River Frome to the
South and West, but in addition, the Egford Brook to the West and River Mells to the
North. All 3 rivers have created their own gorge as they have weathered and eroded
the limestone of the Mendip Hills on which the Town is situated. These 3 gorges offer
many opportunities for shelter over the many thousands of years of the Human
occupation of Frome , as the following photographs illustrate:

Figure 46 - The
River Mells Gorge
that leads to Frome
from the West. The
River Mells merges
with the Edgford
Brook and River
Frome futher East
of this location.
ST 73412 48860, East: 373412, North: 148859
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Figure 47 - The Egford Brook flows in a Gorge that is to the West of Frome, the Egford
Brook flows North to meet the River Mells . There are many Rock shelters in this
Gorge that are the homes of many native Bat Species such as the Greater Horseshoe
Bat. Naturally, prehistoric people could have hunted in these Gorges as well as taken
shelter in the Caves that line the route of the Egford Brook and River Mells.
ST 75570 48918, East: 375570, North: 148917

Figure 48 - The many crags and cliffs that can be seen alongside the River Mells and
River Frome. Most of these have never been explored nor charted . But it is highly
likely that evidence of prehistoric habitation existed in the 3 Gorges for thousands of
years. Most are probably silted up and are simply not visible from the surface. The
additional consideration is that many of our endangered Bat Species live in the
shelters that are visible and therefore cannot and must not be disturbed.
ST 75585 49182, East: 375585, North: 149181
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Figure 49 - The River Frome as it passes through the Centre of Frome. The River has
forged a Combe, in some places a Gorge like at Adderwell, that encloses the
prehistoric Town of Frome and offers many outstanding walks for local residents both
to and from the Commercial and Retail areas of the Town. Neolithic hand Axes have
been found along this River Walk Valley as well as a Human Skull, which was
recovered by Colin Wibsey, Curator of Frome Museum some years ago.
ST 78460 148079, East: 378459, North: 148079
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Discussion:

The late Eunice Overend, in her work “The Geology of Frome and some matters
arising from that”, makes a case for further exploring the ancient roads and
trackways to the South of Frome. Her reasonable assumption is that these ancient
roads and trackways of Rodden, Feltham, Easthill Parkland and Adderwell were
Roman. That these trackways emanated from places such as the Poole Harbour to
Cirencester Road and were used by the Romans in their occupation of the Frome
area up until approximately the fourth century. Eunice was very much the inspiration
for this Report and the investigations that lead to the recent prehistoric discoveries
at Feltham and Easthill. Mick Davis in his work that is dated as 2020, “Of Mounds and
Men , Prehistoric Barrows of the Frome Area”, inadvertently drew my attention to
the possibility that many of the ancient trackways to the south of Frome that are
mentioned by Eunice could in fact be prehistoric. The abundance of known
prehistoric sites listed by Mick certainly adds weight to the possibility that prehistoric
people occupied Frome many centuries before the arrival of the Romans to the area.
This work attempts to combine the observations made by Mick and Eunice by using
evidence taken directly from the ground. The fact that the Finds were all surface
Finds and are relatively easy to locate on South facing slopes, close to the River
Frome, not far from ancient long barrow sites in Frome and ancient trackways to the
South of Frome seems to confirm the observations and conclusions of both these
authors particularly well

Conclusions:

This Report attempts to triangulate the previous work of the late Eunice Overend and
Mick Davis in placing the work of these authors into a context that Frome was
occupied by prehistoric people , possibly at least as early as 6,000 BC. It is reasonable
to conclude that to the South of Frome are many important artefacts and Find sites,
most of which are yet to be fully investigated and with more to be discovered. I
present a case for the further exploration of Rodden, Easthill Parkland, Feltham and
Adderwell, with a specific focus on the prehistoric era. It is not clear if Frome was
used as a transit camp, from where people travelled further West to places such as
Chedzoy, Stoke Saint Michael, Wookey Hole and Cheddar, or if people settled on a
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more permanent basis. Given this uncertainty one must exercise much thought to
considering the Conservation of land to the South of Frome, even though some
archaeologists acknowledge that land to the South of Frome is Historically important.
The extent to which the land to the South of Frome is of local or national significance
has not been established to any reasonable extent. An assumption or hypothesis that
the land to the South of Frome could be of national importance in terms of
Archaeology may be a more prudent posture and that investigations such as
geophysical survey, trial digs and other methods should be used prior to any
decisions about the use of land to the South of Frome are made. It is recommended
in the short term that Easthill Parkland be transferred to the ownership of Frome
Town Council owing to the presence of an undisturbed prehistoric trackway crossing
the Easthill field.

Figure 50 - A panoramic view of Roddenbury Hill Camp. This is situated to the South
of Frome at a location called East Woodlands. The soil is Greensand and this site may
have been a Chert Quarry in prehistoric times. The Chert from this site is a dark grey
to black colour. Evidence of Flakes can be found at this site. Possibly used in the
Neolithic and Bronze Age as a settlement.
ST 79789 43917, East: 379789 , North: 143916
Figure 51 - A sample of Chert from Roddenbury Hill Camp.
Notice the characteristic dark grey to black colour of Chert
from this Greensand site .
ST 78439 46417 , East: 378439, North: 146416
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Figure 52 - Pen Selwood is regarded as
being situated at the furthest point
South of our part of Eastern Somerset.
Pen Selwood borders on Wiltshire,
Dorset and Somerset. This site has
many “pits” found in a wooded area.
Some believe it was a Chert Quarry.
Others believe that it was once a small
town, where people lived in hollows in
the ground. In reality it was probably
all these combined.
ST
76763 31357, East: 376763, North:
131356

Figure 53 - A sample of Chert from the Pen
Selwood Quarries. Notice that this Chert has a dark
grey coloration. This is similar to the Chert found at
Hale's Castle. Again, the soil at Pen Selwood is
Greensand. ST 76763 31357, East: 376763, North:
131356
At the current point in time, there is no evidence
that the Chert quarried from Pen Selwood and
Roddenbury Hill Camp was used to make Tools in
Frome. The Characteristic dark grey and black
coloration has not been identified at Feltham Hill
surface finds site. However, further investigations
are required in order to establish if this is the case.
Research conducted at Gough’s Cave (Jacobi, Roger
2004, p12) propose Shrewton , approximately 20
miles due east of Frome, might be the source of lithics that were rescued from
Gough’s Cave, Cheddar and possibly therefore Feltham Lane and Chedzoy.
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Appendix 1: “Human bones found in Stoke Lane Slocker”,
Report from the Shepton Mallet Caving Club Journal, Number 10 (5), 1999, Reproduced with kind
permission from the Mendip Caving Club
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Appendix 2: Extensive photographs of the Stoke Lane Slocker Skull rescued by
Shepton Mallet Caving Club, currently in the possession of Frome Museum

Figure 54 - The Photographs that follow are taken of a Human Skull, which I believe
was originally rescued from Stoke Lane Slocker by the Shepton Mallet Caving Club.
The Skull was on display at Shepton Mallet Museum until the Museum closed.
Thereafter it was passed on to Frome Museum, where it was stored in an unlabelled
box until Frome Museum Curator, Colin Wibsey, rediscovered in in December 2021
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Figure 55 - Posterior aspect showing occipital bone of Human Skull recovered from
Stoke Lane Slocker by the Shepton Mallet Caving Club
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Figure 56 - Upper Cranial cavity of Human Skull recovered from Stoke Lane Slocker by
the Shepton Mallet Caving Club
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Figure 57 - Left lateral aspect of Human Skull recovered from Stoke Lane Slocker by
the Shepton Mallet Caving Club. Emphasising the possible Human hacking marks on
the lower left portion of the Parietal bone plate
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Figure 58 - The Anterior aspect of Human Skull recovered from Stoke Lane Slocker by
the Shepton Mallet Caving Club. Showing the frontal bone plate, with all other facial
features missing
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Figure 59 - The top of the Cranium of Human Skull recovered from Stoke Lane Slocker
by the Shepton Mallet Caving Club
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Figure 60 - The frontal bone of a different Human Skull recovered from Stoke Lane
Slocker by the Shepton Mallet Caving Club
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Figure 61 - The frontal bone of another Human Skull recovered from Stoke Lane
Slocker by the Shepton Mallet Caving Club
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Figure 62 - Sincere thanks to the Shepton Mallet Caving Club for all their support with
compiling this Report
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